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Leave 
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1. (a) Draw the locus of all points which are equidistant from the points A and B.

(2)

 (b) Draw the locus of all points that are exactly 3 cm from the line PQ.

(2) Q1

(Total 4 marks)

BA 

P Q 
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2. Draw the locus of all points which are equidistant from the lines AB and AC.

Q2

(Total 2 marks)

A

B

C
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3. The map shows part of a lake.

 In a competition for radio controlled boats, a competitor has to steer a boat so that
  its path between AB and CD is a straight line
  this path is always the same distance from A as from B

 On the map, draw the path the boat should take.

x

x

x

x

B

C

D

A

Q3

(Total 2 marks)
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4. 
A

B C

 ABC is a triangle.

 Shade the region inside the triangle which is both

   less than 4 centimetres from the point B
 and  closer to the line AC than the line AB.

Q4

(Total 4 marks)
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5. The diagram shows the positions of two telephone masts, A and B, on a map.

 (a) Measure the bearing of B from A.

........................................ °
(1)

 Another mast C is on a bearing of 160° from B.
 On the map, C is 4 cm from B.

 (b) Mark the position of C with a cross (  ) and label it C.
(2) Q5

(Total 3 marks)

N

        
       N

             B

            A
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6. The diagram represents a solid made from 5 identical cubes.

 On the grid below, draw the view of the solid from direction A.

Q6

(Total 2 marks)

A
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7. Here are the plan and front elevation of a solid shape.

Plan Front Elevation

 (a) On the grid below, draw the side elevation of the solid shape.

(2)

 (b) In the space below, draw a sketch of the solid shape.

(2) Q7

(Total 4 marks)
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8. In the space below, use ruler and compasses to construct an equilateral triangle with sides 
of length 6 centimetres.

 You must show all your construction lines.

 One side of the triangle has already been drawn for you.

 

Q8

(Total 2 marks)
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9. Use ruler and compasses to construct the perpendicular bisector of the line AB.

 You must show all your construction lines.

A  B

Q9

(Total 2 marks)
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10.   Diagram NOT
   accurately drawn

 ABC is a triangle.
 AB =   8 cm.
 AC =   6 cm.
 BC = 10 cm.

 (a) Use ruler and compasses to construct an accurate drawing of triangle ABC.
  The line BC has been drawn for you.
  You must show all your construction lines.

  B C
  

(2)

A

B C

6 cm8 cm

10 cm
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 (b) Use ruler and compasses to construct the perpendicular bisector of the line PQ.
  You must show all your construction lines.

  P Q

(2)

(Total 4 marks)

Q10
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11. Use ruler and compasses to construct an angle of 30° at P.

 You must show all your construction lines.

             P

 

 

 

  

 

Q11

(Total 3 marks)
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